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Root mean square deviation (RMSD) values in Fig. 6d are

published incorrectly as 2.63. The correct values are 2.83

and 3.41 for the GlyRS and CDC-like structures,

respectively.

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:

10.1007/s00239-011-9480-1.
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Fig. 6 Structural origins of fold structure. a Structural alignment of

the in vitro evolved 18–19 ‘‘artificial nucleotide binding protein’’

(ANBP) selected to bind ATP with high specificity and affinity

(1UW1; structure colored in green) to a structural derivative selected

to improve folding stability (2P09; blue). Increases in protein stability

do not change the original fold structure. A total of five secondary

structure elements and 67 amino acid residues (all in the structure)

were aligned with an RMSD of 0.48 Å. b GANGSTA? structural

comparison of the 2P09 structural ANBP derivative to protein folds in

the ASTRAL40 compendium. The diagram correlates the number of

aligned residues with indiviual RMSD for structure alignments. All

results with more than 20 aligned residues are displayed and the

dashed line delimits structures with more than 70% of residues being

aligned. Alignments described in c are labeled. c The evolutionary

age of structural alignments with more than 70% amino acid residues

matching the 2P09 structure. d Structural models of the oldest and

best (GlyRS with d.104.1.1 FF) and the oldest (CDC-like, c.37.1.20)

structural alignments of 2P09 (blue) to target structures (green)
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